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Description: Service and open API to tag the people, places, facts and events in your content. You hand the Web Service unstructured text (like news articles, blog postings, your term paper, etc.) and it returns semantic metadata in RDF format. Using natural language processing and machine learning techniques, the Calais Web Service examines your text and locates the entities, facts, and events. Calais then processes the entities, facts and events extracted from the text and returns them to the caller in RDF format. * Calais Tagaroo: If you are on WordPress, this plug-in automatically tags content as you type. It can also fetch images from Flickr and videos from Google Video. * Calais Marmoset: To manipulate your search results appearance in Google and Yahoo!, which is simple javacode you embed in your site pages. It will collect the metadata from your page (in the form of RDFa) and hand it over to Google Rich Snippets> and Yahoo! Search Monkey so that you can customize the way your search results appear. * Semantic Proxy: If you want to extract metadata from Web pages using URLs * Calais Collection: For the open source platform Drupal, you can find a complete Calais Collection of modules for easy integration. * OpenPublish: for building a new site from the ground up, this free Content Management System is based on Drupal. OpenPublish bakes-in OpenCalais from the ground up to semantify your site and automate the creation of "related reading" widgets, "topic hubs" and more.

Abbreviations: Calais

Resource Type: software resource, analysis service resource, text-mining software, service resource, production service resource, data analysis service, commercial organization, software application
**Keywords:** categorize, tag, semantics, natural language processing, computational linguistics, text mining

**Availability:** Free, Up to 50,000 documents per day, For public content only, See Terms of Service, [Http://www.opencalais.com/terms](http://www.opencalais.com/terms)

**Resource Name:** OpenCalais

**Resource ID:** SCR_005906

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_149478

---

### Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for OpenCalais.

No alerts have been found for OpenCalais.

---

### Data and Source Information

**Source:** [SciCrunch Registry](http://www.opencalais.com)

---

### Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 5 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [RRID](http://www.opencalais.com).


